In recent years, the importance of electronic trade in digital content has become evident. However, this new phenomenon has brought new challenges with itself in various areas, which demands fast and efficient responses. While litigation has lots of limitations and deficiencies, alternative means have been suggested and formulated to complement the dispute resolution system. Among (ADR) systems, Arbitration is the most widely used (ADR) mechanism for resolving disputes in electronic commercial matters. Online arbitration is fully admissible and effective under the current legal framework of many countries, provided that certain requirements are met. This paper examines the advantages of online arbitration and methods of its performance in cyberspace. It concludes that online arbitration is a valid and effective method of dispute resolution and the arbitral awards given by online arbitration are enforceable under the rules of New York Convention.
Introduction
In recent years, the importance of electronic trade has become evident 1 . It is not exactly clear when the electronic systems entered the commercial world. We may consider the commercial usage of the internet as an onset point for this industry. However, electronic commerce does not change the basic purpose of business transactions, which is to gain profits; the difference lies in the new mode of communication. When it comes to making profits, different parties have divergent objectives, which can easily lead to disputes 2 .
Nowadays, there are varying kinds of dispute resolution. Although Litigation is the most common and widely used method which exists in many legal regimes, a few problems of litigation and courts such as: the length of time needed for the whole process of litigation which does not suit the present pace of business, the high cost of litigation, the issues of jurisdiction and choice of laws which become particularly complicated at an international level, and the atmosphere of litigation which could be destructive to the future relationship of transacting parties 3 , have made merchants and jurists to explore for alternative methods.
Even though some experts have cited a long history for extra-judicial methods 4 , the methods which we know today as alternative dispute resolution methods are declared by an American lawyer named "Eric Green" in 1978. Theory of resolution of cyberspace disputes doesn't have a long history. While the litigation has lots of problems, the experts of this context have attempted to apply alternative methods in the internet and called this: "online dispute resolution". The first experiments in ODR were made during 1996 and 1997 in the US and Canada.
Based on a recent survey, the numbers of institutes which have this service have reached 115 by 2004 5 .
Among the alternative methods, arbitration has a special place. The power of electing arbitrators and governing law, and binding awards which can enforce easily in many countries, give a particular importance to this method in electronic disputes as well. Electronic arbitration has a similar notion with other arbitration, except using specific communication tools such as: email and online conferences 6 . In this paper, different aspects of online arbitration such as: conclusion of arbitration contracts in the cyberspace, procedure of arbitration, seat of arbitration, applicable law, establishment of awards, and enforcement of awards, will be explored.
These arguments become more intensive where the New York Convention, which has the worldwide fame on enforcement of foreign arbitration awards, provides in the Article II that "Each contracting State shall recognize an agreement in writing under which the parties undertake to submit to arbitration all or any differences which have arisen or which may arise between them in respect of a defined legal relationship". In the second part of Article II, this Convention cites "The term "agreement in writing" shall include an arbitral clause in a contract or an arbitration agreement signed by the parties of contained in an exchange of letters or telegrams". In another word, this convention has not implied to electronic form as a method of concluding an arbitration contract.
Different kinds of solutions have been expressed for this problem:
1. As what was said before, one method for concluding the arbitration contract is referring to another document which contains an arbitration clause. Some experts believe that one way for solving "in written form" problem of electronic contract is using this method. In other words, parties just declare their reference electronically and main document which contains arbitration clause is in writing 10 . This method can mostly solve the problem and can be useful in business to business relationships; however, this style needs previous agreement between parties which is not common in the contemporary commercial world and in business to consumer relationships.
2. Another resolution says that New York Convention is an old document and communication devices which are cited in it fits with that time. Therefore, the argument about this convention which doesn't contain electronic communication is pointless 11 . On the other hand, the many countries' Code in which electronic contracts are valid, do not imply the electronic method directly 12 .
3. Some other experts think that clicking "I agree with arbitration clause" button in web sites which sells goods is like transferring information by letter or telegram. Therefore, they believe that using this method can secure New York Convention purpose 13 .
4. Dependency of this issue on contracting states is another theory which is said for solving this problem. In the other words, if the country which is asked for enforcing arbitration award has recognized electronic contracts, these contracts is valid there otherwise they are not 14 .
Generally speaking, we can say that in a few countries, adopting these kinds of contract needs modern legislation and in some others needs free interpretation.
About New York Convention we should say that, methods which are cited in it are not limited, and it is possible to accept the validity of electronic contracts by a more flexible interpretation.
B: consent and security in electronic arbitration contract
Another issue which is emerged in the context of electronic arbitration contract is consent of parties in arbitration clause and security of these kinds of contracts. 15 . However, this issue is a bit more complex when a contract is concluded in commercial web sites. In (I.Lan systems, Inc. v. Netscout Service Level Corp) on 2 January 2002, judge of a court in the United States decided that clicking "I agree with contract" button when a software is bought in the internet is like accepting arbitration when the contract is contained that clause. He was cited that choosing this option has the same meaning with accepting this kind of arbitration behalf of the buyer 16 . In another case (Lieschke, Jackson & Simon v. Realnetworks Inc) the claimants maintained that they had not been able to consent to an arbitral clause buried among the general conditions posted on the computer screen. The judge refused this claim and cited that the arbitration clause was perceptible and it didn't need to be highlighted 17 . However, some experts are still worried and believe that buyers may lose lots of their legal rights by choosing "I agree" option because of being unknown about arbitration clause 18 .
Another issue is security of these contracts. Some believe that security of email and web sites is less than letters or telegrams; therefore, the legislator should not admit these contracts. Nevertheless security systems and electronic cryptography result in increasing security in these methods, on the other hand, security risk in these contracts cannot be an obstacle for their validity
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Chapter II: Arbitration Proceeding
Traditional arbitrations form by the three parties (plaintiff, defendant, and arbitrators) and face to face discussion is a fundamental factor in them. By emergence of technology as a fourth party in the online arbitrations and elimination of face to face discussion, significant changes have occurred in these arbitrations 20 . Although some believe that the lack of face to face communications would not allow the development of ODR, development of techs and possibility of talking simultaneously which is companied by voice and picture, make these kinds of prediction unreliable 21 .
A: process of online arbitration
A dispute which is appeared between two merchants may root in transactions in the cyberspace or out of it. In both circumstances, parties can settle their dispute by online arbitration. From the beginning of this arbitration until issuing an award, a few processes should be taken. We are inquiring them as far as possible.
1. Beginning of arbitration: if the parties have compromised on the online arbitration, after arising of dispute, the parties may act in two forms. The first method is that one party informs another by email to select his arbitrator, or if the parties have compromised on solo arbitrator, suggest his preferable arbitrator. The second method, which many arbitration institutes use it, is a web-based arbitration. In this style, plaintiff refers to the website of arbitration institute and registers his request. After registration of an arbitration request, that institute informs defendant and set an opportunity for sending documents and evidences.
2. Sending evidences: if disputes arose out of transactions which were taking place in the cyberspace, evidences can easily transfer electronically to arbitration institute or arbitrators, otherwise, evidences should be converted into electronic form. Due to only few arbitration institutes adopt send of evidences electronically 22 , sometimes it encounters legal problems as well. If it is impossible to send evidences electronically, documents should be sent by mail. Sending documents to internet web site of arbitration institute is another method which is common in this stage. Even though using of this method has the less security than using of email, it makes the documents more ordered 23 and makes their revision possible for a certain time. Other evidences such as legal oath and expert opinion can be used by arbitrators in this stage.
While many codes recognized the validity of electronic evidences and documents 24 , in some legal systems there are some limitations for evidences which are presented by the parties 25 . This circumstance makes special educations necessary for arbitrators to enable them for extracting usable evidences from parties' transactions. On the other hand, this may result in increasing costs and decreasing in parties' incentive for such arbitration.
3. Arbitration procedure: despite development of information technology which eliminated most of the obstacles and paved the way of online arbitration, arbitration procedure is still the most difficult part of this kind of arbitration. The first challenge which arbitrators face it is choosing of appropriate techs for this stage, because each available device has some advantages and limitations 26 . Use of these techs become more intense when the parties or one of them lives in a country in which such techs are less accessible, or because of different language and timezone, using of some techs is impossible 27 .
Use of the video-conference is the most common method in this field. By this device, not only parties can be heard and seen easily but also testimonies of witnesses can be taken. Moreover, this device is more secure than other tools. Nevertheless, interruption in transferring of sounds and pictures and disability in watching all manners of parties and witnesses because of differences in the accessibility of techs, and as what is said before, different language and time-zone, cause some problems with this device. Utilizing of email, chat rooms and wordprocessing software is common in the online arbitration as well, although everyone has some sort of limitations 28 .
Another method which is suggested for solving techs problem is document-only arbitration. In addition to codes of some countries like England in which this kind of arbitration has been recognized 29 , UNCITRAL Model Law has implied this method in 1985 30 . It seems that using of this kind of arbitration makes circumstances in which taking a decision is very hard. Because not only deprives parties from citing their claim or appropriate defend but also it makes some kinds of evidences such as testimony and legal oath unprofitable. Therefore, this kind of arbitration cannot be a good solution for problems which is raised out of techs.
Jeopardize of contradiction, which is the main principle in commercial arbitration, is another result of different accessibility to the different techs 31 . Therefore, arbitrators by decent expertise and education can choose the best device according the conditions of disputes so that they can diminish deficiency of current techs. 4. Arbitrators' discussion and issuing awards: since there isn't any hint in arbitration codes of most countries about form of arbitrators' discussion, to reach a complete online arbitration, arbitrators' discussion can be done online when they aren't in one place. Using of telephone, fax or video conference is a common method in this stage 32 .
Few institutions providing online arbitration set time limits for awards which are variable from 4 hours to 30 days 33 . After ending discussion and issuing an award, parties are informed about that award. This notice can be sent to parties by cryptographic email, or if the operation of an arbitral institution is a web-based, award will be putting on the web site for a specific time in a way that it will be accessible just for parties so as to safeguard the confidentiality of the award. Some arbitration codes like the Code of ICC, in addition to the publication of the award on the website of the case at hand within 60 days, make a hard copy of the electronic award necessary for more security 34 .
B: security in the online arbitration proceeding
When the online arbitration has emerged, the experts of this context have concentrated on the functional capability of available devices in the online arbitration. However, it seems that this concentrate is changing and security of these devices becomes more prominent 35 . Even some believe that the security issue is the biggest pit in this field 36 . Lack of security not only weaken the confidentiality, which is one of the main principle of arbitration, but also makes people reluctant for using this kind of dispute resolution. To overcome this problem, few suggestions have posed such as using electronic signature, cryptographic emails and using local networks instead of internet. International Chamber of Commerce has designed a management system for more security in 37 . It may claim that there is not a complete security in all kinds of arbitrations and this is true about online arbitration as well 38 . Nevertheless, some believe that people who refer to this kind of arbitration expect more security than conventional ones. However, this fact that using lots of security systems makes some problems like increasing expenses and complexity of the procedure is undeniable.
It seems that proper education for all people who relate to the online arbitration such as arbitrators, attorneys and even judges and also a decent accordance among various branches of law and information technology can reduce these problems.
Chapter III: Seat of Arbitration
Seat of arbitration is important from various aspects. According one opinion, seat of arbitration determines the applicable law in arbitrations. On the other side, in many arbitration codes, supervision on awards is allocated to courts of arbitration seat, and base on New York Convention, recognition and enforcement of the award may be refused if the award has been set aside by a competent authority of the country in which that award was made 39 .
In the online arbitration, the obvious multiple location is an obstacle to determine the place of arbitration 40 . In this kind of arbitration, not only parties may present in different countries, but also arbitrators may attend and discuss from different countries. On the other hand, in comparative law there is a tendency not to use the operator's electronic presence or technical equipment to determine location. The determination of the place of arbitration must therefore rest on legal criteria 41 . This problem led some scholars to conclude that "virtual arbitration has no sits", or at least "no identifiable seat of arbitration" 42 . However, modern views about the determination of arbitration place have mostly solved this problem.
Nowadays there isn't any trend to determine location of arbitration base on "where the arbitration took place" or "where the award was made" 43 or "the place of the situation of the establishment that has made the arbitration agreement"
44 But based on the new codes, seat of arbitration is mostly excluded from its geographical notion and became selective. The seat is now defined as the place agreed to be the seat by the parties or by the arbitrators or an arbitral institution if such a power is nominated by the parties 45 . Article 20 (1) of UNCITRAL Modal Law, article 15 of the Uniform Arbitration Act, article 14 (1) of ICC arbitration rules and many other arbitration codes have accepted this approach.
As a result, the admissibility of the free choice of the seat of arbitration by the parties or arbitrators results in the conclusion that the physical place, or perhapsmore accurately -lack of the physical place, of arbitral hearings and other procedural acts, is irrelevant 46 .
Chapter IV: applicable law
The issue of applicable law is posed in the main parts of the arbitration proceeding. to the substantive issues between the parties. We will survey these three stages as far as possible.
A: the law of the submission agreement or arbitration clause
Nowadays, dependence of the law of arbitration agreement or an arbitration clause on the consensus of the parties is a clear and noncontroversial issue 47 . Based on international practice, in the absence of party autonomy, arbitrator or arbitrators are responsible to choose appropriate law. Nevertheless, article 5 (1) (a) of New York Convention implied that arbitration agreement depends on the law which parties have indicated it, otherwise, it is depend on the law of the country where award was made. As a result, lots of national courts, in their decisions, prefer law of the country where the award was made 48 .
As what we have cited in the chapter one, arbitration agreements can be formed by sending email, selecting "I agree" button or by referring to a document containing an arbitration clause. The common approach in these kinds of contracts is selecting the applicable law by one party and adoption of another. And also we should pay attention that, in the online arbitration, seat of arbitration is selective; therefore, if parties want to follow New York Convention method, choosing of arbitration place has the same meaning as choosing the law of their arbitration contract.
B:
The law which provides the procedural framework for the arbitration Like the law of arbitration contract, party autonomy is preferred in this part as well. In the absence of parties' selection, two main approaches have been cited. The first approach is choosing the law of arbitration place 49 and the second one is delocalized arbitral procedure. In the online arbitration, due to some special conditions and use of special devices, determination of the law of arbitral procedure is very important.
According to article 5 (1) (d) of New York Convention, in the absence of parties' selection, the law of arbitration place will be governed on procedure. In this circumstance, for instance, if the law of arbitration place has made the physical presence of the parties necessary in arbitration or if it has not recognized digital signatures, online arbitration will be faced lots of difficulties 50 . Therefore, parties should be careful in their selection and choose codes which are more flexible, especially when some of these issues are related to public policy of countries and not eliminable.
C: the law applicable to the substantive issues
The traditional view in the determination of the law applicable to the substantive issues, is selecting the law of arbitration seat which is set aside in many countries and replaced by the principle of party autonomy. In the absence of parties' indication, the national law of most countries provide for the arbitrator to choose.
In the United States' law, a few states impose limits on the enforceability of private choice-of-law agreements. These states usually avoid exercising of parties' selection in two situations. Firstly when the chosen law lacks a reasonable relationship to the parties' transaction; or secondly when the chosen law is contrary to some fundamental public policy of the forum, or, less clearly, another state 51 . However, neither the NYC nor the FAA expressly permits non-recognition of an arbitral award because parties or arbitrators erred in their choice of law analysis.
In the online arbitration, two opposite views have been cited about applicable law especially about the law applicable to substantive issues. One group advocates the application of traditional rules. They claim that nature of the transactions and possible disputes resulting therefrom do not differ in purpose from real transactions and disputes. On the other hand, there is a group of those who propose a creation of separate set of rules 52 adapted to the specifics of e-commerce 53 . This group believes that traditional rules which are intensive and slow cannot keep track with new and fast developments, especially in the online segment. Generally, Party autonomy should be more strongly encouraged in the case of electronic commerce because of these two key factors: the possibility of doing business on the Internet without knowing the other party's physical location; and the simultaneous presentation of information on the Internet to all jurisdictions 54 .
Chapter V: issue and enforcement of award
The point that separates arbitration from other alternative dispute resolution methods is enforceability of awards. Thanks to the various conventions in this context, nowadays enforcing of foreign arbitration awards is easier than enforcing of foreign court sentences 55 . National and international arbitration codes do not have any consensus about necessary points in an award. However, necessity of arbitrators' signature and necessity of being in written are the only issues which are cited in many arbitration codes 56 and may cause problems in the online arbitration awards. On the other hand, some codes show more flexibility and believe that digital signature or record of an award will be adequate 57 .
Another concern which seems more important is article 4 of New York convention which cites that "the duly authenticated original award or duly certified copy" is necessary for recognition and enforcement of awards. If the original is not produced, the successful party in the arbitration will not be able to invoke the New York Convention system, and will therefore not be able to have the award enforced 58 . Although this Convention does not imply directly to the necessity of being in written or arbitrators' signature, strict interpretation of this article can makes a few problems for online awards. 
Conclusion
Problems of litigation in the commercial disputes have made the alternative dispute resolution promote day by day. Arbitration is one of these methods which have found international popularity due to accurate codes and enforceable awards. Using of arbitration in the cyberspace has become prominent because of its acceleration and decreasing expenses. It will simply be a matter of time before the use of online arbitration will become more pervasive.
Expansion of using online arbitration makes lots of questions pose about the validity of various aspects of it in the conventional framework of national and international law. Virtual arbitration agreement, devices of this kind of arbitration and also security concerns in this context have made a few so-call obstacles in the way of its progression. However, as what we have inquired in this paper, most of these problems are solvable. At the same time, a few articles of New York Convention make some potholes in the ODR field, nevertheless, more flexible interpretation or, base on another opinion, the amendment of this convention, can pave the way of these alternative methods.
On the other hand, some practical problems have made online arbitration as a combination of traditional and virtual arbitration, although, it seems that it won't take a long time to reach a complete online arbitration.
